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Abstract. St̊almarck’s method is a proof search algorithm, finding proofs
of propositional tautologies in a proof system called the Dilemma proof
system [1,2]. The search procedure is based on a notion of proof depth cor-
responding to the degree of nestings of assumptions in proofs. St̊almarck’s
algorithm has been successfully used in industrial applications since 1989,
for example in verification of railway interlockings and of aircraft control
systems [3].
This talk is divided into three parts.

Part I We discuss the proof system underlying St̊almarck’s method, the
Dilemma proof system. We introduce a notion of refutation graphs as a
framework for proof systems, and then define Dilemma by restrictions on
refutation graphs. The various restrictions will be discussed with respect
to proof complexity and be compared with restrictions defining other
proof systems.
A closed refutation graph is a rooted acyclic digraph, starting with a
set ∆ of formulas to be refuted and succesive extensions of ∆ with new
consequences making all leaves in the refutation explicitly contradictory.
Informally, a refutation graph is built up from applications of:
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where A is a logical consequence of the formulas in ∆;
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where the disjunction A1∨. . .∨An is a logical consequence of the formulas
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where ∆ is the intersection of ∆1 . . . ∆n.
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Refutation graphs give a sound semantic framework for a variety of
proof systems, in that particular proof systems can be characterized in
terms of restrictions on refutation graphs.

Restrictions on refutation graphs
(i) Propagations are restricted to instances of predefined schematic rules;

(ii) split assumptions are restricted to instances of predefined schematic
formulas;

(iii) merge applications are restricted to certain contexts;
(iv) the set of formulas allowed in proofs is restricted.

Part II In the second part we treat the efficiency of the search procedure
in St̊almarck’s method, the so called i-saturation procedure and compare
i-saturation with other search procedures such as backtracking.
The i-saturation algorithm is related to the notion of proof depth and
the related notion of hardness. Proof depth and hardness are defined
for proof systems obeying the so called subformula property and are
restricted to series parallel refutation graphs.

Part III The third part of this talk concerns the possibiliy to extend
St̊almarck’s method to more expressive logics, in particular to Quantified
Boolean Formulas (QBF). In this part we also discuss applications of the
extended algorithm to model checking.
St̊almarck’s method is based on a reduction of formulas to sets of defini-
tions, the definitions of all compound subformulas of the original formula.
This data stucture is sometimes called triplets.
The extension of St̊almarck’s method to QBF is based on a reduction of
QBF to QBF triplets and then further from QBF triplets to propositional
logic triplets. The reduction combines three ideas of size reduction:

(i) scope-reduction of quantifiers, that is the application of reversed
prenex normal form transforms;

(ii) use of definitions in order to share common sub-expressions;
(iii) partial evaluation ”on the fly”.
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